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Many organisations find it quite challenging managing the ever changing employment, tax and social insurance 
legislation affecting the accuracy and integrity of their payroll process. An organisation opting to internally 
manage its payroll function needs to properly assess and address the inherent people, processes and data 
security complexities affecting the payroll process.

We look at your payroll function through a number of  lenses
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 Looking at payroll through different lenses
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At PwC, we invest heavily in our people, processes and systems to play an important 
role in keeping you and your organisation safe in what has become a very complex
and continuously evolving regulatory and operating environment.

Our specialised team consists of experts with extensive knowledge and technical 
expertise in a wide spectrum of competencies such as Payroll Outsourcing, Personal 
Taxation and Social Insurance, Employment Law, People, Internal Controls 
Optimisation, Information Technology and Data Assurance.
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Our Payroll Function Effectiveness services go a step beyond and examine whether your 
payroll function has the required governance, internal controls, information technology 
and data security environment to safeguard the accuracy, confidentiality and integrity 
of  your payroll data. 

At PwC, we look at your payroll function through a number of lenses.

Examine Payroll 
Function’s governance 

framework (e.g. staffing, 
reporting lines, 

interaction with other 
teams etc)

Assess the accurancy
and consistency of

payroll calculations in
line with remuneration
policies and applicable

legislation

Examine whether the
organisation has a strong 

information systems 
control environment to 

protect it against internal 
and external threats


